**Parking Access**

Tier 2 Disability permits are honored in:

* All Tier 2 Disability Parking Spaces
* Any non-reserved parking space within Housing, Commuter, Campbell Lane, or All Permit Lots.
* Any time-limit or metered space for the time paid plus additional two hours
* If Topper Transit is not running full service (such as during intersession parking or severe weather), Tier 2 permits are honored in Tier 1 and Tier 2 spaces

* Tier 2 permits are honored in all Tier 1 disability spaces from 4:30 pm to 7:30 am (Monday-Friday)

---

**Disability Parking**

- Tier 2 Disability Zone
- Client Parking Only
- Transit Stops

*Number inside squares indicate the number of disability spaces at that location*